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W e keep doing more of the same.

Text emails. Phone calls. Social messages.

Too much noise
and too many distractions

Cold and 
impersonal

Information 
consumption 
has changed





So, how can you get their attention and hold it 
throughout the sales process?



B y interacting with your 
prospects through video.



V ideo for Sales

Create custom video messages.

Connect with customers and prospects.

Track each and every view.



Selfie

Create compelling & personalized video content to capture attention, and 

stand out by using video 

Prospecting: Selfie 
Introductions

Put a face to a name and form 

a connection early on.



Screen Share

Create compelling & personalized video content. Use video to engage 
prospects in your offering: deliver custom demos, and screen captures of what 
matters to them

Personalized Screen Share          
Capture more than just your pretty 

face!



Use Pre-Existing Content
Video introductions to pre -existing demos or case studies maintain the personal 
connection with generic content.

1. R ecord a quick intro to the content
2. Explain what it is and why it’s valuable 

to them
3. Include an -invideo CTA to drive them 

to the next great resource



The V ideo-Enabled Sales Cadence

1.  Where does video fit?

2.  What’s my messaging?

3.  How do I produce great videos?

4.  What are the strategies for sharing?



M aking V ideos 101

1. Lighting
2. Camera angle
3. Background
4. Mic



B rainstorm Activity
Where does video fit in the cadence?

How do you mix up your medium?
What are you currently doing?  

Where are there opportunities to use video?

First Touch Qual or Close



Scenarios

Selfie 
Intro 

Contact 
Us 

Request

Inbound 
lead

Follow-Up

Meeting
Follow-Up

Pre 
conference / 

post 
conference

Proposal ??? ???

*Choose a scenario*



Connect

Put your video to work to form connections and drive action .

Stand out with personalized 

thumbnails
Add engaging video thumbnails to sales 

outreach to improve CTRs by 5x!



Follow-up

Maintain the relationship you’ve worked so hard to build with quick videos for 
meeting follow -up

keep your face in the race!



Drive a next step

Put your video to work to form connections and drive action .

Add a call-to -action

Make your video interactive 

and define a next step.



Exchange &  Pass-off
Even after closing a video hand off from you to your CSM is an easy way 
to:

● Create a delightful experience for your 
new customer

● Confirm they’ve made the right choice 
partnering with you

● M ake them feel taken care of
● Increase the likelihood of expansion
● R ecord remotely!



Enable Y our Champion
Enable your champions effectively!
● Transfer key info to your champion so 

they can share internally when you can’t.
● Check in regularly to stay top of mind 

throughout long deal cycles.
● Address common objections with quick 

videos.
● Bring in a subject matter expert whose 

input can be easily shared.



Enable: Y our Team
MESSAGE FROM OUR VP

No good sales rep is single-threaded in 
a deal.  

V ideo  is a creative and personal way to 
engage your director, V P,  or CEO  and 
connect them with the right people within 
your prospects organization.



Connect

Put your video to work to form 

connections and drive action .

Easily share your video

Share your video through email, on social

networks, or using your favourite apps.



Understand who is engaging with your

videos, so you can prioritize your follow-up.

Track

In-app & Email Notifications

R eceive notification when someone

watches your video so you can 
follow-up ASAP!  

Advanced Analytics

If they didn’t watch it all…. Are they 
even interested?



Increase Y our M eeting 
to O pportunity 
Conversion R ate

● Meeting-to-opportunity conversion of 

200%

● 12.75% positive response rate

● Inspired her whole team to adopt personal 

video messaging

Vidyard helped us increase 
response rates and reduce 
meeting cancellations from 
50% to less than 10%”

Lauren Wadsworth
Global Account Development M anager
Dynamic Signal



● Cut Through the Noise

● Convey Your Message Precisely

● Vidyard Is Impactful at Every 

Touchpoint 

Vidyard helped our 
team see 3X response
rates and zero-in on the 
most engaged prospects.”

Kyle Norton
V P of Sales
League

Using Personal 
V ideo to B oost 
R esponse R ates



Thank you!

Get Vidyard and send dan@vidyard.com
your first video to get feedback & tips.

For inspiration visit 
www.vidyard.com/inspiration-hub/

mailto:dan@vidyard.com
http://www.vidyard.com/inspiration-hub/
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